
Risk and Planning Strategies 

Instructor: Risk is an inherent part  
of business that cannot be  
eliminated. The best an organization 
can do, is reduce its risks to a level  
that is reasonable or acceptable -  
their risk appetite. Finding that  
optimal point of acceptance takes  
some analysis to determine where  
cost of loss intersects with cost of  
mitigation; what is spent to mitigate  
a risk, shouldn't exceed the cost of  
loss. Recall the old thousand-dollar  
fence around a stack of quarter  
analogy. 

Types of risk include: Aggregate:  
when a threat affects a large number 
of vulnerabilities, which combined  
have a significant impact.  Inherent:  
risk linked to a particular activity.  
Control: results from a failure of  
controls to properly mitigate risk.  
Residual: risk that remains after  
mitigating controls have been  
applied. 

Risk assessments identify current  
threats, vulnerabilities, and risks  
residing in the enterprise. It  
prioritizes potential business  
disruptions based upon severity,  
likelihood of occurrence, and impact 
of given threats. 

Assessing risks is a process  
performed regularly at the  
organizational, system and  
application levels. Vulnerability and 
penetration testing tools aid in  
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assessments by identify weaknesses  
in the enterprise; And structured risk  
assessment frameworks provide  
guidance on conducting. 
  
Risk analysis is often a component of  
assessment.  It examines loss and  
exposure variables to formulate  
meaningful information that decision  
makers can use to prioritize specific  
risks and mitigation resources. 
  
Qualitative analysis levels risk based  
on likelihood and potential  
consequences.  Quantitative analysis  
applies numerical values to impact  
and loss value of a specific asset or  
function. 
  
Gap analysis compares the current  
state of the enterprise, to the desired  
state after improvements or  
mitigations, in order to highlight the  
gap between the two. 
  
Even with the most careful analysis  
and implementation of controls to  
mitigate risks, threats can still be  
realized.  Business impact analysis is  
a means for determining the impact  
should an adverse event occur.  B-I-A  
requires an intimate understanding of  
all business components, and which  
are critical to establish priorities for  
recovery solutions. 
  
Impacts to People, Information,  
Technology, and Facilities are  
considered as well as supporting  
elements that are critical to  
operations. 
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Key goals of business impact analysis  
are: Recovery time objective - the  
amount of time a business can  
function without the process.  
Recovery point objective - the  
amount of data that will be restored  
if lost in an outage. Maximum  
allowable outage, downtime - the  
length of time the business can  
tolerate; their maximum tolerable  
period of disruption. 
  
There are challenges with risk  
assessments and analysis. Assessing  
the cost of an attack can be difficult.  
Predicting when and how an attack  
will occur is unlikely. The pace  
technology and systems evolve, and  
in turn new vulnerabilities, will cause  
data on risk factors to be limited and  
become outdated. When data  
analysis is not precise, maintaining  
alignment to business objectives and  
continuity of critical functions will aid  
in deconflicting priorities. 
  
Business continuity management  
considers critical functions and  
identifies strategies to protect them  
from the effects of a disruption. The  
business continuity plan may reflect a  
specific process, or address all key  
processes. There are several plans  
that are commonly components of a  
business continuity plan. These  
supporting documents formalize  
procedures during a disruption such  
as: relocating and recovering critical  
functions, communicating status to  
internal and external stakeholders,  
and personnel guidance and roles.  
Business continuity planning, a full-  
spectrum enterprise strategy  
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minimizing loss and resuming  
operations in the event of a  
disruption, significantly improves the  
survivability of an organization. 
  
Business impact analysis is used to  
differentiate between the most  
critical functions of an organization.  
The activities include: Performing risk  
or threat analysis to determine the  
risks that should be accepted,  
transferred, or mitigated. Defining  
the critical business processes,  
dependencies, and priorities.  
Considering legal, regulatory, and  
contractual obligations.  
Understanding third-party  
dependencies and the management  
succession plan. 
  
Business continuity planning should  
be periodically tested to ensure the  
strategies and procedures developed  
to ensure critical operations resume  
in the event of a failure or disruption,  
are effective. 
  
While continuity planning is resuming  
operations in the event of a failure or  
disruption, disaster recovery planning  
details how to restore operations  
after a disaster like a fire or flood,  
major outage events. 
  
It's not only the facility and network  
infrastructure considered in a  
disaster, there are non-technical  
elements as well: People, and their  
specific needs. Utilities, power, and  
HVAC. Logistics of how the plan will  
be executed; who is in charge of  
which element, how will  
communications with teams work?  
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And also agreements - the  
contingency contracts with other  
parties to aid recovery following a  
disaster. 
  
Backups are critical in the event of  
disaster.  Backups of all original  
information including data in  
electronic and paper form.  
Considerations for backups include:  
Backing up everything - data, source  
code license keys. Tier the data  
based on importance and frequency  
of need. Where to physically store  
backups for confidence in the  
availability if needed. Backup  
equipment configurations. Encrypt  
the backup data to secure it just as  
the originals are. Be sure to test the  
ability to restore from the backups,  
and ensure it meets recovery time or  
recovery point objectives. 
  
Removing single points of failure aids  
in quick recovery. This applies to  
equipment, personnel, or any single  
source dependency.  For instance,  
you don't want a single firewall  
administrator.  Should something  
happen to that person where they're  
no longer available, or similarly if a  
single firewall is inspecting network  
traffic, the failure of that device  
would be detrimental. 
  
To address this, redundancy and fault  
tolerance is built in.  Redundancy  
such as backups, additional  
alternates, for business functions;  
creates fault tolerance where  
operations can continue despite an  
outage. Diversity is valuable here as  
well. For example, if an identically  
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configured server is the backup for  
the primary, an application  
vulnerability in a version they're  
running, would affect them both.  
For assets and functions that are  
critical, high availability is ensuring  
any vulnerabilities that would  
cause failure are addressed.  
Solutions include RAID where  
backups of backups are created,  
redundant services, hot swaps for  
quick restoration, or an alternate  
site that mirrors functionalities. 
  
The type of alternate site for  
continuing operations in the event  
the main location is unavailable,  
depends on tolerable downtime, and  
cost-benefit analysis.  Having multiple  
processing centers will limit  
downtime, involves transferring work  
load. A mirrored site, having an exact  
copy of the primary site is costly, but  
minimal downtime. A hot site is fully  
equipped, but not an exact mirror,  
requires some restoration time. A  
Warm site is partially equipped, and  
will requires setup time. Cold site is a  
bare minimum, non-equipped,  
location and there are also mobile  
units where equipment is delivered  
for temporary use. 
  
Understanding critical business  
objectives, and what could cause  
harm or cause interruption, will help  
define mitigation strategies. Business  
continuity and recovery planning can  
limit downtime from an outage or  
disaster, to resume operations in a  
timely manner and minimize loss. 
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Notices
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